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Abstract. Electronic commerce has been one of the traditional arenas for agent technology. The complexity of these applications has been a challenge for researchers that have developed methodologies,
products, and systems, having in mind the speciﬁcities of trade, the interaction particularities of commerce,
the strict notion of commitment and contract, and the clearly shaped conventions and norms that structure
the ﬁeld. In this paper I survey some key areas for agent technology which, although general, are of special
importance in electronic commerce, namely, solid development methodologies, negotiation technologies
and trust-building mechanisms. I give examples of systems in which I have directly participated, although I
also try to refer to the work of other AgentLink Special Interest Group members over the last few years.
Keywords: agent-mediated electronic commerce, organizational theory, mechanisms, trust and
reputation.

1. Introduction
Society considers Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) as one of the
most important transforming forces of the turning of the Century. There is a clear
agreement that ICT have had a positive impact on productive growth, on productive
capacity and on international competitiveness, through the reduction of transaction
costs, the increased eﬃciency of management, and the interchange and access to
more information. This is especially true for commerce. A direct consequence of the
development of ICT has thus been a fundamental change in how enterprises and
economies work.
A recent study by the United Nations [50] highlights three foci of attention to be
considered by electronic commerce, with special importance placed on developing
countries:
1. Business process outsourcing (BPO): The management of the supply chain has
been a central concern for decades as the key element in reducing costs. Advances
in network topology and increased bandwidth have made the outsourcing of
services easier, so that companies can now oﬄoad entire business functions. BPO
may reach $585 billion in the next two years, where BPO varies from basic
administrative tasks (such as data entry and billing) to complex tasks requiring
decision-making and problem solving.
2. Marketing agricultural exports: Agricultural exports are key in many economies.
These commodities’ marketing chains involve many intermediaries that introduce
ineﬃciencies in the system as the earnings are shared by a multitude of traders and
processors, and producers receive only a small share of the ﬁnal consumer price.
Electronic commerce can allow producers to reach global markets at reduced
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transaction costs, and electronic markets and online auctions oﬀer excellent ways
of achieving and improving this type of commerce.
3. Online dispute resolution: One of the biggest challenges for electronic commerce
is how to deal with disputes (especially cross-border ones). Distance, diﬀerent laws
and jurisdiction are all potential obstacles to online business. Online Dispute
Resolution (ODR), which is currently going through a process of regulation, is a
clear mechanism for building trust in online transactions in situations where
relationships are new or where there is a lack of eﬃcient institutions that cover the
transactions. The initial assumption that online markets would just need low
prices has been shown to be wrong, as low risk transactions are equally relevant.
Each of these areas oﬀers real commercial beneﬁts, and agent technologies may be
key in enabling solutions to address the challenges. We will center the structure of
this paper on three important research areas in agent-mediated electronic commerce
(AMEC) that oﬀer potential answers to the challenges above.
In order to eﬀectively manage business process outsourcing, the role of organizations is essential, especially when the trading is done across international borders.
Thus, the use of electronic counterparts of organizations and institutions, in which
interactions are regulated by norms will be the topic of Section 2. Mechanisms like
auctions and negotiation, which are essential for market modelling, and which have
been formally and practically devised for agent interactions, will be the topic of
Section 3. Finally, as suggested above for online dispute regulation, the need for trust
mechanisms between agents will be the concern of Section 4. The paper ends in
Section 5 by considering some examples and real deployed AMEC systems.
By combining these three aspects of agent technologies, we can summarize the key
message of this paper as the following equation:
eCommerce ¼ organization þ mechanism þ trust
Most of the work reported in this paper relates to activities that have been directly or
indirectly animated by the Special Interest Group on AMEC that has been supported over the last ﬁve years by the AgentLink network of excellence for agentbased computing [1].

2. Organizations and electronic business
Human organisations and societies have been dealing with the problem of co-ordination and co-operation for centuries. To do this, normative structures have been
established, supported by organizations and institutions that back up the norms and
enforce them. The success of these social abstractions in providing an answer to the
co-ordination demands of citizens has served as inspiration for multi-agent systems
designers facing similar complex problems. In the context of commerce and trade,
there is a plethora of organizations and institutions that provide support for human
interactions; thus it is not strange that electronic commerce multi-agent system
developers have had a special interest in the use of these metaphors. In a sense, social
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order is the multi-agent system equivalent of robustness in classical software engineering.

2.1. Open Systems and organizational approaches
The complexity of designing and verifying multi-agent systems arises mainly from
their distributed nature and from the ﬂexible interactions among agents. Furthermore, the complexity of multi-agent systems increases notably as we consider open
systems; that is, systems in which the components are not known in advance and/or
can change over time. In these systems, agents cannot be assumed to be cooperative
and working for the common good of the overall multi-agent system. Usually,
assumptions of agents being selﬁsh (utility maximisers, in economic terms) are made
by the system designers. This is common in the diﬀerent agent-mediated marketplaces developed in recent years. Openness not only imposes a certain view on what
to expect from the agents’ behaviour, but it also forces the system designers to think
about the protection of the overall system from the misbehaviour of agents.
Mechanisms should be put in place to permit the agents the execution of just those
actions they are authorised for [7, 39].
Openness is unavoidable in the development of multi-agent systems due to the
expansion and massive usage of networks like the Internet. Applications and service
provisioning can no longer be thought about without facing this reality. Thus,
applications naturally become web services, and the concept of computer expands
into a grid of computing devices that interact. Services and computing devices
appear, disappear, and change. Dynamism becomes commonplace. The problem of
openness has to receive a methodological answer.
Organizational approaches seem to be the solution to this challenge. What they
propose is to look into the system from a global perspective identifying the roles of
agents and the potential interactions and relationships among the agents, without
looking into their internals. This seems the right approach to deal with openness.
Multi-agent systems have been designed mostly from an agent-centred perspective,
and few have given the overall social view the importance that it merits; most current
methodological approaches are extensions of methodologies used for other computer
programming paradigms, especially object-oriented – see [51] for a review. The
interest in methodological issues following an organizational approach has been
especially important in recent years, particularly within groups working on electronic
commerce applications: Gaia [52], MadKit [16], Electronic Institutions [11, 31, 39],
or Tropos [17]. This is by no means strange, as electronic commerce has witnessed
the ﬁrst real applications of multi-agent systems, and its engineers have faced serious
methodological diﬃculties in their development.
For example, the Gaia methodology understands multi-agent systems as computational organizations with interacting roles. In the ﬁrst phase, the role and interaction models are deﬁned. Each role is characterised by responsibilities, permissions,
activities, and protocols. Responsibilities determine the functionality of the role,
permissions represent the resources available, activities represent private agent
actions, and protocols establish role dependencies and relationships.
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MadKIT oﬀers one of the most clear organizational approaches to multi-agent
systems development. It works around three main concepts: group, role and agent.
Groups are deﬁned in terms of the roles that agents, being group members, can take.
Also, the interaction within a group is structured around role-to-role protocols.
Agents can belong to several groups at the same time.
Finally, the TROPOS methodology follows a cascade approach to software
development: early requirements, later requirements, architectural design, detailed
design, and implementation. The concept of actor is used to represent agents, roles,
or groups of roles. The system itself is also represented as another actor, with
relationships with the environment. The architectural design divides tasks into
subtasks to which, again, actors are associated. In the detailed design phase, protocols using AUML are speciﬁed, and agent skeletons using a BDI architecture are
deployed at the implementation phase using JACK.
In the next two subsections I expand on two methodologies based on a strong
organizational view in whose development I have been active in the last years. These
methodologies combine to form a view of agent development that is appropriate for
use in the context of electronic commerce, especially in relation to these organizational concerns.
2.2. Electronic institutions
There are situations in which individuals interact in ways that involve: Commitment,
Delegation, Repetition, Liability and Risk, and these situations usually involve
participants that are Autonomous, Heterogeneous, Independent, Not-benevolent,
Not-reliable, and Liable. Such situations are not uncommon: markets, medical
services and armies are but ready examples of forms of collective problem-solving,
coordinated tasks, and communities in which participants interact under the type of
features mentioned above. Many more exist, and many have proven successful for
dealing with their intended goals for a very long time.
In such situations, it is not uncommon to resort to a trusted third party whose aim
is to make these interactions eﬀective by establishing and enforcing conventions that
standardize interactions, allocate risks, establish safeguards and guarantee that
certain intended actions actually take place, and that unwanted situations are prevented. Such is the intuitive notion of an institution, as we normally use the term
when we refer to the institutional character of markets, political organizations,
religious communities or families. Similar intuitions underlie theoretical approaches
to institutions such as the economic-theoretic, sociological, legal and psychological
ones.
As institutions serve to articulate agent interactions, their crucial purpose is to
facilitate, oversee and enforce commitment-making among participants in a repetitive situation. Also, their functionalities include: to manage the identity of participants, to deﬁne and validate requirements on participant capabilities, to establish
interaction conventions, to facilitate eﬀective interactions, and to enforce satisfaction
of commitments. In order to transport these ideas to the agent world, we have
proposed the idea of Electronic Institutions [11, 31, 39] as entities with three main
components:
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1. Dialogical Framework. Where most ontological aspects of the institution are
addressed: the language used to communicate and the intended meanings of
illocutions, and terms and entities that may be invoked in those communications
within the institution.
2. Performative Structure. The conventions that establish the ﬂow of interactions
and the intended social consequences of the actions that take place within the
institution.
3. Norms for Individual Behaviour. The conventions to which individual agents are
subject while acting within the institution. These conventions address the preconditions that need to be satisﬁed by a given participant in order to establish a
commitment, and the eﬀects such commitments may have on the individual’s
existing commitments and ulterior behaviour.
In a broad sense, Electronic Institutions deﬁne the rules of the game for agent
societies in a similar way as human institutions do in human societies. That is, they
deﬁne what agents are permitted to do and the consequences of those actions.
Moreover, electronic institutions have a strong dialogical point of view on agent
interactions, and the structure of multi-agent systems is conceived as a set of scenes
(virtual spaces in which agents playing diﬀerent roles interact in a structured way)
interconnected by links traversed by agents ‘moving’ among scenes. A deep analysis
of the normative part of electronic institutions is on its way [9]. Several free tools give
support to this approach (http://eInstitutions.iiia.csic.es), including a speciﬁcation
language editor called ISLANDER [12].
The next subsection zooms into a methodology that uses this electronic institutions approach in building a particular development process for multi-agent systems.
2.3. The SADDE methodology
The SADDE methodology [45] is a methodological step towards the building of
organizational theories understood as theories that simultaneously: (i) explain the
behaviour of organizations rather than the behaviour of selected individuals
(or groups) within organizations, (ii) provide a model for individual choice and
motivation, and (iii) give a clear translation mechanism between the individual and
organizational behaviour [25].
To understand the multi-agent system dynamics, we focus our attention on the
study of the relationships between the a priori desired global behaviour of an agent
society and the actual emergent behaviour shown by the group of agents forming the
society. The basic principle of the SADDE methodology [45] is that it is possible to
deﬁne collective behaviours of agent societies without looking into the interactions
and decision-making details of the individuals – what is usually called the AgentBased Model (ABM, for short).
In the same way, an ecologist would describe how populations of lions and gazelles in a Savannah keep a dynamic equilibrium without modelling concrete lions
and gazelles, and chemists would describe the evolution of chemical reactions
without modelling each atom and molecule participating in it. Nonetheless, ecologists and chemists explain global behaviour by resorting to particular characteristics
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and properties of the individuals: lions eat gazelles, and certain pairs of molecules
react while others don’t. These characteristics guide and inspire the global expected
behaviour, although the link between individual behaviour and collective behaviour
may sometimes seem unrelated. Similarly, we expect that individual behaviours will
guide engineers in the speciﬁcation of the desired global properties of the system. For
instance, the fact that the agents participate in a supply chain trade for goods
suggests that that there is a ﬂow of goods and money, and points to potential desired
properties, like reaching equilibrium on prices, or keeping stocks at all points of the
chain within reasonable levels.
We take the stance that this global behaviour can be modelled as a set of diﬀerential equations that explain the dynamics of a group of state variables. These
equations are inﬂuenced by the boundary conditions established through a group of
external environment variables that are not under the control of the equations. For
instance, they relate to the rain cycles that determine the available food for gazelles,
or the exogenous heating of the reactions made by a chemist. Given a set of particular values of the environment variables, and initial conditions for the set of
equations, we can determine the evolution of the values of the state variables in the
future, and verify hypotheses about the system’s global behaviour: a cyclic pattern, a
steady value reached at some point, chaotic behaviours for given parameter values,
and so on. In this stance, we rely on the rich experience of system dynamics modelling techniques and tools [46].
We believe that in order to build a model for a society containing thousands or
millions of agents, the general view provided by an equation-based model (EBM)
provides succinct descriptions of population-level behaviours which we then attempt
to replicate using models consisting of a society of individual interacting agents, the
ABM. Our proposed lifecycle is graphically depicted in Figure 1.
An important characteristic of multi-agent systems design from a software engineering perspective is the decoupling of two aspects: the interaction process between
agents, and the deliberative/reactive activity within each agent. This decoupling
helps in simplifying the development of complex software systems, and has guided
other methodological approaches [16, 52]. The notion of an electronic institution
[11, 32, 39, 40] plays this role in the SADDE methodology by establishing a framework that constrains and enforces the acceptable behaviour of agents.
The diﬀerent phases within SADDE are:
Step 1: Equation-Based Model (EBM) – In this ﬁrst step, a set of state variables
and equations relating them must be identiﬁed. These equations must model the
desired global behaviour of the agent society but will not contain references to
individuals of that society. Typically, these variables will refer to values in the
environment and to averages of predictions for observable variables of the agents.
Methodologically speaking, our approach has an essential diﬀerence with respect to
the natural and social sciences that model their systems using EBMs. All other ﬁelds
model existing systems: ecosystems, economies, physical systems, and so on. Instead,
we are modelling yet-to-exist artiﬁcial systems. This distinction is crucial, as the
EBM is the starting point of the construction of a system which, later on – once
completely constructed – will be observed. Thus, a comparison between the EBM
predicted behaviour and the actual ABM behaviour will be obtained.
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Step 1:EBM

P7:Experimental Analysis
(Manual)

P1:Social Interaction Analysis
(Manual)
P6:Experimental Analysis
(Manual)

Step2:Electronic Institution
P2:Individual Behaviour Analysis
(Semi-Automatic)

P5:Model Checking
(Automatic)

Step3:ABM
P3:Experiments Design
(Manual)
Step 4:Multi-Agent System

P4:Experiment Analysis
(Semi-Automatic)

Figure 1. SADD Methodology.

Step 2: Electronic Institution Model (EIM). In this step, the focus is on the possible
interactions among agents. It is a ﬁrst ‘‘zoom in’’ of the methodology from the global
view towards the individual models. This step is not a reﬁnement of the EBM, but
rather the design of a set of social interaction norms that are consistent with the
relations established at Step 1.
Step 3: Agent-Based Model (ABM). Here, we focus on the individual, and we have
to decide what decision models to use. This is the second ‘‘zoom in’’ of the methodology. New elements of the requirements analysis (new variables) will be taken
into account here. For instance, some rationality principles associated with agents
(e.g. producers do not sell below production costs), or negotiation models to be used,
have to be selected.
Step 4: Multi-Agent System. Finally, the last step of our methodology consists of
the design of experiments for the interaction of very large numbers of agents
designed in the previous step. For each type of agent, the number of individuals
and the concrete setting for the parameters will be the focus of decision here. The
results of these experiments will determine whether the requirements of the artiﬁcial society so constructed have been consistently interpreted throughout the
methodology, and thus whether the expected results according to the EBM are
conﬁrmed or not.
Once the experiments designed at Step 4 are run and analysed, several redesigns
are possible. Next, we enumerate the diﬀerent forward and backward processes of
the methodology:
[P1] Social Interaction Analysis. Once the EBM has been constructed, the relations
between the global variables and the analysis of the requirements of the society to be
modelled will determine what sorts of agents exist (i.e., the roles), what sort of
interactions the agents must have (i.e., the scenes), and what sort of transactions or
dialogs they will have (i.e., ontology). This is an inherently manual process: there are
many decisions to be made at this stage that have not been speciﬁed in the EBM.
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[P2] Individual Behaviour Analysis. Once a complete picture of the institution is
ready, the ﬁnal aspect to consider is the modelling of the behaviour of the agents.
Many aspects of this behaviour are already determined by the institution. For those
aspects that are not completely determined, the methodology strongly encourages
the design of parametric decision models to ﬁll in the gaps. These parameters will be
used to set diﬀerent experiments and will be the target of agent design rules.
[P3] Experiment Design. By choosing agents to participate with (possibly) diﬀerent
decision mechanisms, and by giving concrete values to the parameters of those
decision mechanisms, diﬀerent experiments can be constructed. The experiments
should be set so as to explore all the possibilities and to see whether the EBM is
making the right prognosis.
[P4] Experiment Analysis (ABM redesign). The analysis of the experiments will be
done by comparing the values of the global variables predicted by the EBM and the
actual values of agent variables and their averages.
[P5] Model Checking. The claims about the behaviour of a group of agents that the
developer establishes when specifying an experiment will be model-checked at this
stage. The outcome of the model-checking will help to change the agent-based
models, i.e., change the decision-making models.
[P6] Experiment Analysis (EIM redesign). Additionally, when the model-checking
determines that certain properties can never be guaranteed, or that after several trials
it is impossible to ﬁnd parameter values that lead to the expected correct behaviour,
diﬀerent constraints over the agents’ interactions could be explored. This means that
a redesign of the EIM may be necessary. This is an intrinsically manual task.
[P7] Experiment Analysis (EBM redesign). Finally, and if everything else fails, it
may happen that the part of the requirements that led to the initial EBM were
misunderstood, and that a variation in the initial EBM is necessary to explain why
the experiments are showing unexpected behaviours.

3. Mechanisms for electronic commerce
In the previous section we discussed the need for framing the interaction among
agents within a regulatory environment. This accounted for the ﬁrst term in our
equation (eCommerce ¼ organization þ mechanism þ trust). The second term,
mechanism, is concerned with the interaction itself. In this section, we consider the
nature of the interactions that arise in electronic commerce and outline, in turn,
techniques for managing these interactions eﬀectively, and application domains in
which we expect to see these techniques prove themselves in support of particular
agent-mediated electronic commerce systems.
3.1. Interaction in electronic commerce
Commerce is all about interaction between buyers and sellers at all stages: ﬁnding,
purchasing, and delivering. In order to support interaction, autonomous agents are
increasingly being used in a wide range of industrial and commercial domains [27].
For instance, applications like user assistance through personal assistants [8] are
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common, and several ﬁltering techniques like content ﬁltering or collaborative
ﬁltering have been implemented in these personal assistants to enhance the electronic
commerce experience of buyers. In a diﬀerent context, auctions and electronic
markets have been the focus of increasing attention in the last few years [44], and are
set to become even more important. Additionally, and more recently, agents have
been used to model web services, as they have the (strong) potential to improve and
expand business transactions.
As already mentioned, agents have a high degree of self-determination – they
decide for themselves what, when and under what conditions their actions should be
performed. In most cases, such agents need to interact with other agents to achieve
their objectives (either because they do not have suﬃcient capabilities or resources to
complete their problem-solving alone, or because there are interdependencies between the agents). The objectives of these interactions are to make other agents
undertake a particular course of action (e.g. perform a particular service), modify a
planned course of action (e.g. delay or bring forward a particular action so that there
is no longer a conﬂict), or come to an agreement on a common course of action.
3.2. Mechanism design
Mechanism design is precisely concerned with ﬁxing the rules governing the interaction among agents in such a way that certain properties (such as stability, or
equilibrium) can be guaranteed. By deﬁning the rules of the game, we are focusing on
how the interaction will take place, as we introduce constraints on the complete
autonomy of agents and, by so doing, try to induce a given (rational) behaviour in
them, if possible by determining dominant strategies. Auctions have been the most
widely used mechanism in electronic commerce up to now (see [22] for a good survey
of private value auctions), and popular sites like eBay and Amazon are currently
trading using electronic versions of classical auction mechanisms. However, research
is being developed on more advanced auction mechanisms that would permit the
trade of multi-issue multi-attribute items, and some systems are already supporting
this [41].
One of the driving ideas in designing mechanisms for agent interaction is to avoid
full revelation of the preferences of agents. Although some proposals in this direction
have been made in the area of auctions [43], most activity has concentrated on the
strategic bargaining arena [5, 14, 15, 23, 34, 48]. There have been several proposals
based on bilateral negotiation protocols (e.g. Kasbah [5] or Faratin’s model [14]) and
their extensions based on diﬀerent techniques, like the suggestion of alternatives [6]
or data mining [47]. Ways of addressing the problems associated with the negotiation
dialogue itself have been proposed based on a plethora of alternatives, including
constraint optimization [3, 24], argumentation [35], fuzzy similarities [15] and fuzzy
constraints [28]. Nevertheless, most approaches to negotiation protocol design have
been grounded on Multi-Attribute Utility Theory, as the negotiation objects are
complex entities that have to satisfy diﬀerent objectives.
It is not strange that so much attention has been paid to negotiation mechanisms
within the AMEC groups, as negotiation can be used to co-ordinate or share limited
resources among autonomous self-interested entities. In other words, an acquain-
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tance needs to be convinced in order to act in a particular way (e.g. to accept a deal).
Since agents have no direct control over one another, they must persuade their
acquaintances to act in particular ways. That is, agents have to engage in negotiation
– a process by which a joint decision is made by two or more parties. The parties ﬁrst
verbalise contradictory demands and then move towards agreement by a process of
concession-making or by searching for new alternatives [36].
Negotiation problems can be categorized in many ways. One way to classify these
problems is according to the underlying incentive and information structures:
1. The actual size of the limited resource to be shared is unknown (e.g., two agents
must agree to split a ‘‘cake’’ the size of which is unknown at the time of signing
contracts).
2. The set of agents who are, or may be, interested in the limited resource is unknown.
3. The set of agents is known, but their characteristics are unknown (e.g., agents
bargaining with deadlines, which are private information, or several agents
competing to buy an object, the worth of which is private information).
4. Everything is known but the strategy: for example, two agents with known time
preferences bargain over how to split a dollar.
Depending on which category our problem falls into, a diﬀerent negotiation model
(mechanism) may be applied. When building an autonomous agent that is capable of
ﬂexible and sophisticated negotiation, three broad areas are considered in deﬁning
such a negotiation model [30]: what negotiation protocol will be used, what the issues
are over which negotiation takes place, and what reasoning model the agents will
employ. Papers describing research in this area focus on one or more of the above
aspects. For instance, [14, 15] concentrate predominantly on the last point, and
present a formal account of a negotiating agent’s reasoning component. In particular,
they concentrate on the processes of evaluating incoming proposals and generating
outgoing counter-proposals. The model described speciﬁes the key structures and
processes involved in this endeavour, and deﬁnes their inter-relationships. Also, in
[34], a reinforcement learning algorithm has been designed to enable agents to adapt
themselves according to the changing environment, including the competitor agents.
3.3. Applications
The ﬁrst application domains in which we expect to see agent-mediated electronic
commerce applications with fully automated negotiation, will have some of the
following characteristics:
– Interactions are very fast. For instance, for bandwidth trading, there is no time to
go back to the user between trading rounds.
– Interactions are repeated with either (a) high communication overheads, or (b) a
limited domain so that learning by the agent about user behaviour is eﬀective.
Many business-to-business (B2B) areas exhibit this characteristic.
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– Each trade is of relatively small value. If each transaction is of relatively small
value, it is possible to monitor the process and stop the automatic trade after some
time without signiﬁcant losses. It is important to stress the importance of relatively here. A small value for a company is completely diﬀerent from a small value
for a private end-consumer. This implies that we will most likely ﬁrst see agents in
business-to-business settings.
– The process is repeated over long periods. The reason for this is two-fold:
• There must be a signiﬁcant value over time in order to justify investments in
software, hardware, and/or training.
• Automatic agent learning of customer preferences is highly desirable, as explicit
preference elicitation is a very time-consuming business.
– The product is relatively easy to specify. A number of traditional diﬃcult computer
science problems pose major diﬃculties for negotiations over complex objects.
Such problems are mainly related to the semantics of the communication, but also
to preference elicitation. It is simply too time consuming to tune huge numbers of
diﬀerent parameters.
4. Trust building
4.1. Distribution and risk
The last term in our equation is that of trust. In most real cases, organizations and
protocols cannot completely guarantee that agents will behave as expected, or as
agreed upon in a contract. Human societies and, naturally agent societies as well,
have to face risks in interaction. And trust between agents has proven to be a good
way to reduce risks.
In order to reduce risks, many aspects that currently require the attention of agent
researchers in electronic commerce refer to a reliable communication channel
between participants in trade, mainly conﬁdentiality, integrity, authentication and
non-repudiation. Distributed systems formed by thousands or millions of agents
necessarily require new mechanisms to deal with security. This is especially important in electronic commerce environments where transactions involve a signiﬁcant
amount of money [50]. Traditional methods based on Access Control Lists1 (ACL),
or on Role-based Access Control,2 stop working when the individuals may not be
known ahead of time, as happens in open multi-agent systems. Diﬀerent approaches
have been proposed to overcome this situation: using chains of trust, rights, and
delegation. That is, rights are given to trusted agents, which then decide to delegate
these rights to their trusted agents. This method has proven to work well for supply
chains [21], and initial proposals of semantics have been developed [33]. These approaches are examples of social mechanisms that shape the interaction at the social
level (as described in [20]).
The uncertainty relating to the behaviour of an agent in a society can be perceived
as a potential source or risk in a commercial transaction. This is why it is essential to
ﬁnd ways of removing this uncertainty if electronic commerce is going to be realised
in open environments. Trust and reputation measures are the inspiring social
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mechanisms that researchers in the ﬁeld of electronic commerce are looking into in
order to increase the number of transactions. Here, we understand trust as the
positive expectation that a partner will act cooperatively in situations in which
defection would prove more proﬁtable to itself.
Many natural and artiﬁcial systems tend to form complex networks of interacting
autonomous entities (such as ecosystems, brains, communication networks, societies,
and, certainly, open multi-agent systems). Although the dynamics that generate these
networks are not completely well understood, it is clear that the tools to be put in
place in order to manage these networks without central control may receive
inspiration from other ﬁelds. For instance, routing on communication networks has
been inspired by the biological study of colonies of insects [4]. In the same way, social
mechanisms are certainly a fruitful source of inspiration for the management of
societies of agents. Concepts like robustness and security, essential for good practice
in software development, can therefore be seen from a completely new perspective,
analysing normative systems or social order.
The most recent reputation models tend to rely on some sort of social network that
gives meaning to the reputation measures and their aggregation. In electronic
commerce applications, relationships like trade, competition, or co-operation give
shape to the networks of relations that permit the interpretation of the opinions that
humans (or agents) express about the other members of the network, although the
elicitation of such networks is a diﬃcult task. Some initial work on the automatic
generation of these has already provided interesting results [37].
4.2. Reputation for trust
The role of gossip, understood as the exchange of information about other people’s
behaviour by means diﬀerent from direct observation, is central to human language
[10]. It seems essential to take into account the opinion of others when we are placed
in an environment in which interactions are scarce, movement of individuals is high,
and selﬁshness is a common behaviour. For instance, these characteristics are present
in electronic markets populated with agents.
In recent years, the modelling of gossip has produced an explosion of reputation
models that try to build trust in electronic commerce transactions. The models used
by eBay, Amazon and OnSale Exchange, although rather simple, are good examples.
All of them use some sort of average of user opinions. They share many problems
that have been reported, and for which solutions have been proposed (e.g., Sporas
and Histos [53]).
The use of social information appears to be a good solution to the problems
associated with purely numerical models. Among the recent proposals, REGRET
[42] represents a rather complex reputation model that combines diﬀerent reputation
measures:
– Witness reputation is a kind of direct gossip: we ask agents that know a given
agent about their opinion of the agent’s behaviour. There is no need to say that, as
in human societies, the particular relationship that holds between our informant
and the agent is essential in order to interpret the gossip. Friends might be over-
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positive, and enemies might under-estimate the agent’s performance. Both might
even lie on purpose, or hide information. Thus, an updated knowledge of the
diﬀerent society interrelationships is essential to correctly interpret this type of
gossip.
– Neighbourhood Reputation is a kind of indirect gossip; we use the opinion transmitted to us, or built by us through direct interactions, about those agents that are
somehow related to the agent whose reputation we want to assess. This is a sort of
prejudice, that is usually considered morally unacceptable in human societies, but
not necessarily so in agent societies.
– Role reputation is a kind of default reputation based on the role the agent
incarnates in the society.
The use of fuzzy sets has been used in REGRET as well as in other recent models
(notably CREDIT [38]) to assess the social credibility of an agent’s opinions. That is,
we need to consider how much emphasis to place on information received through
gossip, depending on the social relationships. CREDIT, on the other hand, moves
one step beyond, as the gossip itself is expressed using imprecise terms modelled as
fuzzy sets.

5. System development in AMEC
During the last four years, there has been a signiﬁcant eﬀort in building tools and
systems that integrate agent technology in order to give commercial solutions in the
area of electronic commerce. The diﬀerent meetings held by the AMEC Special
Interest Group, supported by AgentLink, have served to foster an interchange of
ideas among system developers, and have witnessed the creation of a plethora of
small companies interested in selling products containing agent technology.
For example, iSOCO [19] has developed and commercialised iBundler [41], a
decision support tool for highly constrained e-sourcing scenarios. As a combinatorial
reverse auction solver, it extends current models by accommodating both operational constraints and multi-attribute, multi-item constraints. The tool oﬀers a
language, based on XML, to express oﬀers, constraints, and requirements that can
be integrated within e-sourcing solutions. It permits the automated generation of
oﬀers and counter-oﬀers, and provides a scoring algorithm based on buyers’ preferences and providers’ proﬁles. iBundler won ﬁrst prize in the agent technology
competition sponsored by Agent Cities in 2003, for ‘‘its novelty and utility as a
decision support service for highly constrained e-sourcing scenarios acting as a
combinatorial negotiation solver’’.
Similarly, Lost Wax [26] has developed an agent based e-commerce platform that
supports negotiation through a dialogue of oﬀers and counter-oﬀers with the ability
to permit the user to select among several diﬀerent negotiation strategies. Tryllian
[49], too, is selling tools supporting distributed business process integration that
incorporate mobile agent technology.
In addition, larger companies have also been applying agent technology to
e-commerce applications – not to mention their interest in developing generic agent
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platforms, such as Zeus at BT, JADE at Telecom Italia, and FIPA-OS at Nortel.
More speciﬁcally, a toolset called DOME has been developed at BT to integrate
heterogeneous information sources; it uses agent wrappers to provide an integrated
view over legacy systems. An application for the management of e-Catalogues has
been built, which helps to minimize manual intervention in making the products
included in a catalogue available in diﬀerent formats.
MASFIT [29], integrated in the EUTIST-AMI cluster [13], is a commercial B2B
e-commerce environment developed between a small company in the ﬁsh sector,
AUTEC [2], and the IIIA (Artiﬁcial Intelligence Research Institute of the CSIC [18]).
It supports the sale of fresh coastal ﬁsh by allowing auction houses to federate.
MASFIT permits the auction houses to continue with the traditional downward
bidding protocol, but expands their functionality by permitting the participation of
remote buyers by means of Autonomous Intelligent Buyer Agents. It enables ﬁsh
buyers to run their businesses more eﬃciently, as they are able to access many
markets without having to be physically present. Commercial costs can thus be
reduced, and purchases better planned. Buyer participation in the federated auctions
is enabled via a Buyer Agents Server, which contains the following tools:
– Buyer Agent Creative (BAC) to help remote buyers in the creation of their own
autonomous agents to participate simultaneously on their behalf in several federated auctions. The tool permits the customization of a generic buyer agent from
a library incorporating the user’s preferences and buying strategies.
– Buyer Agents Training (BAT) to train, test, and tune the Autonomous Buyer
Agents before sending them to buy in the auctions. This tuning is achieved by
simulating participation in real auctions.
The high interest that many companies show in the area of agents is slowly
materializing in applications. However, although steadily increasing, the pace at
which the technology is being adopted is slightly slower than we had expected ﬁve
years ago.

6. Summary
Agents are slowly making their way through in electronic commerce applications.
Their autonomous behaviour, their ability to manage customer preferences, and the
intelligence they exhibit, are opening new opportunities in software development.
New products and new services are possible thanks to this technology. And this is
just the beginning, with whole new areas of product development in web services,
mobile commerce, and deregulated markets appearing as business opportunities for
software companies. In this paper, I have focussed on three aspects of the technology
that are crucial to the development of electronic commerce applications, and that
have received signiﬁcant attention in the research community, especially within
AgentLink member organizations: ﬁrst, methodologies to develop agent societies;
second, negotiation technologies to build agreements; and, ﬁnally, reputation
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mechanisms to build trust among agents in the open domains that electronic commerce applications represent.
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